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Prologue
In the ancient times, the porcupines lived in peace with the tiger, cheetahs, hedgehogs, and other
mammals in the surrounding territory. They had formed an alliance with the cats and moles, just incase
something went wrong, they would form together to fight back at the cause. Then the war over the forest
started, because one group of animals wanted to take the area of another group of animals. Soon, this
problem spread to the alliance. Which was an alliance no more. The war ended when the evil doctor
shizo thrived to destroy the forest and replace it with Shizo Land. Then the mammals all joined together
to drive Shizo out. Though the war ended, a grudge remained animal, to animal. But, individual animal
groups live in peace.
Kyle Ore.
Kaila and Kris Ore lived in the porcupine area. It was very peaceful at the time. The forest was at
balance. They soon had a child, named Kyle Ore. Kyle grew up to be like his mother. He believed there
was good in everyone. At the age of 7, he saw a cat named Niya and a mole named pyro outside
playing. Can I go play out side with the cat and mole kids mommy? His mother let him out to play. Kyle
went to play outside with them every day. They soon even thought to be siblings.
Kyles father was named general on his 15 th birthday. Now his dad was busy all the time. One day, one
of Kriss troops came to him and told him that they had found a mechanical site, probably left by Shizo.
After hearing this, Kris said to Kyle, Dont go to that site. It is very dangerous. Kyle ignored him, got
Niya and Pyro, and went down to the site. They went inside, and saw a strange machine. Kyle went and
pressed a button, releasing a enourmos amount of energy among him and his friends. They were
transformed. Kyle had steel spikes on his back, and his quills were replaced by orange fur. Niyas
physical performance was enhanced, and her fur turned green. Kyle told his dad what happened. As a
punishment, Kyle couldnt see his friends for a month. Everyone got used to Kyle and his friends
appearance.
Banished?
3 months later, during a extremely hot summer, a fire was started. It started from the mole area to the
porcupine area. Kyle was sent to stop the fire, by using the central water system. No one was hurt, but
houses and buildings were destroyed. One of the citizens of the porcupine area stated that the moles
and cats (neighboring the porcupines) had started the fire. Kyle immediately denied this accusing, but
his friends were banished from his hometown anyway. Wait. Kyle said to his comrades. Im coming
with you. He said.
His mother told him not to leave. Im supposed to do what I want. Come on guys lets go. Now he is
with his friends.
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